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This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original book ﴾without
typos﴿ from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1839 Excerpt: ...expenses for a boat and a trustworthy peon, for the occasion. 3. It
appears from a counterpart of the agreement originally made with the Chinamen, that each received on the 23d November last an advance
of six months wages, at the rate of 15 dollars per month. On the other hand, it is evident from the repeated assurances of the men, that
they took the said advance in the belief, that they would not reach their final destination in much less than six months, during which period
they would be at no expense whatever, it being expressly stipulated in the agreement, that the men were to have free passage, food, &c. on
shipboard. They accordingly left the whole amount of then advances with their families at Canton, and did not even provide themselves
with a sufficiency of clothes. Under these circumstances, it was necessary to allow them a small monthly sum of six rupees for each man,
by way of subsistence money, instead of insisting on any deduction from their regular wages ﴾when these should become due﴿ and the
Committee was the more anxious to grant them this indulgence, as they expressed themselves a good deal disheartened on learning that
two of their countrymen, who were sent up to Assam in 1836, had died and, as the total amount of this extra expense, including five pieces
of cloth to be made into dresses, will not exceed 200 rupees. 4. The present being a favourable opportunity for sending another Chinese
interpreter in lieu of the man who died in Assam in July last year, as intimated in the Committees letter to you under date the 15th
November, I am directed to solicit the sanction of Government for engaging a properly‐qualified person, at a salary not exceeding 100
rupees a month, which was the rate allowed the late interpreter. A respectable per...
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